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accusative The accusative case.
Accusative endings.

aim Have the intention of achieving.
He took aim and fired.

aimless Aimlessly drifting.
An aimless existence.

aspiration A cherished desire.
The yawning gulf between aspiration and reality.

destination The place to which someone or something is going or being sent.
He was nearly exhausted as their destination came into view.

direct Give directions to point somebody into a certain direction.
Put them all in one packet and direct them to me.

goal A cage or basket used as a goal in other sports.
The decisive opening goal.

heading A horizontal passage made in preparation for building a tunnel.
This topic falls under four main headings.

incriminate Make (someone) appear guilty of a crime or wrongdoing.
He refused to answer questions in order not to incriminate himself.

intended Resulting from one’s intentions.
She used to be my intended.

intention The goal with respect to a marriage proposal.
Intention is just one of the factors that will be considered.

intentionality Expressive of intentions.

inventory
(accounting) the value of a firm’s current assets including raw materials
and work in progress and finished goods.
They stopped selling in exact sizes in order to reduce inventory.
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knowingly In a way that suggests one has secret knowledge or awareness.
Amy looked at me knowingly.

mark Designate as if by a mark.
He left an indelible mark on the American theater.

object Express or raise an objection or protest or criticism or express dissent.
The object of my affection.

objective The objective case.
An objective appraisal.

opportunist Opportunistic.
Most burglaries are committed by casual opportunists.

orientation A course introducing a new situation or environment.
Showed a Marxist orientation.

planned Planned in advance.
The planned outlays for new equipment.

prey Prey on or hunt for.
Small birds that prey on insect pests.

propose Propose or intend.
Roy Thomson was proposed as chairman.

purport The intended meaning of a communication.
She is not the person she purports to be.

purpose
The quality of being determined to do or achieve something firmness of
purpose.
God has allowed suffering even purposed it.

purposive Having or showing or acting with a purpose or design.
Purposive behavior.

squarely Firmly and solidly.
Looked him squarely in the eye.

teleology
The explanation of phenomena in terms of the purpose they serve rather
than of the cause by which they arise.
His theory of class consciousness is predicated on a teleology.

thing Used to express one s disapproval of or contempt for something.
She said the first thing that came into her head.

victim
A person harmed, injured, or killed as a result of a crime, accident, or other
event or action.
Sacrificial victims for the ritual festivals.

yard A square or cubic yard especially of sand or other building materials.
They opened a repair yard on the edge of town.
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